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25 Mar 2013 What's4Delphi is a free component that provides integrated support for WhatsApp
messenger. This component was created by Haim Mansel. What's4Delphi received a lot of

attention from Delphi developer community. Whats4Delphi is loved by Delphi, but is also loved
by those who are looking for a way to quickly add chat functionality to their Delphi projects.

What's4Delphi is a free, open source component. It is provided in source code format, ready to
be used. Any changes to the source code may have unexpected results that the component

may not function correctly as designed. Please make sure that you test thoroughly any
changes before distributing them or using them on your product. Also, make sure that the
effect of your changes are clearly documented. To ensure the stability of the component,
Please forward bugs and feature requests to the author. Version 1.12 is the latest stable

release. Project Plan The main components of Whats4Delphi are: W4D_ChatModule
W4D_ChatService W4D_ChatService_Service W4D_Message W4D_Message_Service

W4D_Message_Service_Service W4D_Message_Service_Form W4D_Message_Service_Form
W4D_Message_Service_Form_Edit You may want to design an interface for your own widget or
use a similar component that has a built-in widget and integrate your interface with it, using
W4D_ChatService_Form. Compatible platforms Windows Source code Download the source
code. Purchase In order to obtain a license, please send a mail to sales@whats4delphi.com

Enjoy this product! What is the use of a Free component? When purchasing a software, which
have a built-in functionality, you may find that the price is very high because of the cost of the
development and implementation of that functionality. Not using a built-in functionality, you
may implement yourself a similar functionality at a lower cost. This may be very useful when

the functionality is a part of a project that you already own,
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Whats4Delphi 1.24 WhatsApp Component For Delphi

What is Whats4Delphi?
Whats4Delphi is an ActiveX

component that allows you to
implement the latest

development in the Whatsapp
platform. It features deep

integration with Whatsapp;
allowing you to send and

receive messages, contact
lists, etc.. from your Delphi

application. Whats4Delphi is
ready-made for.Net, Mono,

VCL and non-VCL applications.
Whats4Delphi is free, open
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source and pluggable;
meaning that it is a pluggable

ActiveX control. It is a well
documented Open Source

component. The source code
for Whats4Delphi is always
available and you can get it
easily, just visit the project's

GitHub repository here.
Features What is

Whats4Delphi? Whats4Delphi
allows you to use an open

source component to
communicate with the latest

version of the Whatsapp
Platform for Android.
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Whats4Delphi is a standalone
component and is not

dependent on the Facebook
Android SDK, so it is very easy
to install and you do not need
to install the Facebook SDK

when you install
Whats4Delphi. Whats4Delphi
provides you with: And many

more... Moreover,
Whats4Delphi can be used in
many different programming

languages such as Delphi,
C++ Builder, C#, Java and
more... Installing Installing

Whats4Delphi is very simple,
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the component is included in
the Delphi 2006 RTL, so you
do not need to do anything

extra. Requirements
Whats4Delphi is the latest

version of the component and
can be used in Delphi 2006,
2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010
and it supports the following

compilers: Delphi 2006 32 bits
Delphi 2007 32 bits Delphi

2008 32 bits Delphi 2009 32
bits Delphi 2010 32 bits The
minimum required version of
Delphi is version 7 and it is

very easy to add support for
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your Delphi version. Note: if
you use a Delphi version older
than 2006, you need to install
the "What's4Delphi" package

manually. To install
Whats4Delphi you can use the

IDE or the Component
Installer, but you can also do it

manually, and e79caf774b

The Whats4Delphi component contains code
to use Whats4Delphi.com to send SMS

messages from your Delphi application. The
component exposes the following

interfaces: TComponentEdit : This interface
contains a couple of methods which will

dynamically change the message. I've made
a couple of demos to demonstrate this.
TComponentEditEvent : This interface
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defines the events that can be raised when
the input changes (e.g. when a message is
saved or when the message is removed).
TMessageDlg : A dialog which contains an
edit control. Use the MessageEdited and

MessageRemoved events to react to
changes in the edit control. NOTE: The

Whis4Delphi Sample provides a c# version
of what's4delphi and the TWhats4Delphi.cs

component. TWhats4Delphi1.21
Whats4Delphi v1.21 -Added simple demo

application to the sample. -Change to string
encoding is now done correctly. -Fixed bug
in TWhats4Delphi which prevented the use

of unicode characters in whats4delphi URLs.
TWhats4Delphi1.2 Whats4Delphi v1.2

-Added standard implementation of the
URLHandling event. -Fixes bug where

TWhats4Delphi would not call the delegate
unless it's specified on the

TComponentEdit.Action property. -Added
updated demo project to the sample. -Fixed
bug which would let the components leak.
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-Added a missing Execute() in
TComponentEdit.SaveCommand. -Added

missing WIDCOMM properties in
TWhats4Delphi.dll TWhats4Delphi1.16

Whats4Delphi v1.16 Whats4Delphi 1.16
-Added support for comment-style phishing

messages -Code refactored to reduce
duplication -Implemented a more common
way of handling URLs -Added URLHandling
event which is fired when a URL is entered
-Updated demo and samples -Moved the

latest used in... documentation to the
manual TWhats4Delphi1.15 Whats4Delphi

v1.15 Whats4Delphi 1.15 -Added the ability
to use the whats4delphi URI scheme for

URLs.
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Whats4Delphi is an external component
which exposes the WhatsApp API, it is able
to send and receive messages, from a COM

Server, to that of the Whatsapp
environment. Whats4Delphi is an external

component that wraps the official version of
the WhastApp.com. However, unlike other

applications, Whats4Delphi provides a
method for sending text messages and

voice messages by SMS without
complicated things. Whats4Delphi is easy to
use. Whats4Delphi enables you to work with

the data stored by the WhatsApp, e.g.
messages, contacts, groups and also allows

you to send and receive WhatsApp data
through the COM Server. Delphi component

Whats4Delphi does not need any
installation to use the app. Whats4Delphi is
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compatible with all Delphi versions, it is a
native component. To install and use it, just

click the following button and you will be
able to use it immediately. The Free edition

of the Whats4Delphi is limited to 100
WhatsApp Messages per month. The cost is
only 2.99$ / month for the Basic edition and
only 0.99$ / month for the Premium edition.
Whats4Delphi 1.23.0 Whats4Delphi 1.23.0 is

the latest version of the Whats4Delphi
component and now has several new

features. It is now compatible with
Unicode/UTF-8 text format for both internal

and external use. Whats4Delphi 1.23.0 -
new features &changes Whats4Delphi now
allows you to send a message with Emojis

with your favorite text and convert it to
Emojis. Moreover, Whats4Delphi is now

capable of converting your phone number
to a WhatsApp number. This means that you

can send and receive a message from a
different WhatsApp account, and also

means that you can migrate your WhatsApp
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account. Whats4Delphi can now be used,
not only as a component which uses the

WhatsApp protocol and the COM Server API,
but also as an external component, which

can be used in other applications.
Whats4Delphi component is now able to
delete and import contact lists for you. In

addition, Whats4Delphi can generate strings
for contacts in different languages for you, it
also generates a QR code in any format, by

using the Exif2QR component. It also
supports the exchange of contacts between

Whats4Del
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